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CHANGING ROOM EQUIPMENT 

 

We can offer a broad range of integrated changing room equipment, 

carrying out specific designs for each client. 

 

Our production and installation are based on high quality materials 

and a finish which guarantees enhanced durability of our products. 

 

Changing rooms: 

 

 Stainless steel – Phenolic benches 

 Steel – Phenolic benches  

 Steel – Pinewood benches  
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Stainless Steel – Phenolic benches 
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- Stainless steel - Phenolic benches 

 

 

- Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting process 

is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is also 

performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 

 

- Seating: Solid phenolic seating boards of 13mm. Rounded and 

smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of the client’s 

choice. 

 

- Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2. 

 

- The material used has got fire-resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 

 

-Dimensions: Length of the client’s choice. (max 3600 mm) 

 

-Coat hooks: Hooks in stainless steel AISI-304 in single or double 

version, equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The 

fixing points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
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EBV 001. Bench (Stainless steel-phenolic) 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 450mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting 

process is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is 

also performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 

Crosspiece in the same material as the structure. 

 

 Seating: Solid phenolic seating boards of 160x13mm. Rounded 

and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of the 

client’s choice. 

 

 Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2. 

 

 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 002. Bench with shoe racks (Stainless steel-phenolic) 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 450mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting 

process is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is 

also performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 

 

 Seating: Solid phenolic seating boards of 160x13mm. Rounded 

and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of the 

client’s choice. 

 

 Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2. 

 

 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 003. Bench – wall fixed (Stainless steel-phenolic) 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting 

process is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is 

also performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 

 

 Seating: Solid phenolic seating boards of 160x13mm. Rounded 

and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of the 

client’s choice. 

 

 Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2. 

 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 004. Coat hooks unit with above rack for bags (Stainless 

steel-phenolic) 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 250mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 
 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting 

process is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is 

also performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 
 

 Shelf board and coat hook board: Solid phenolic boards of 

13mm. Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. 

Colour of the client’s choice. Width of the shelf/rack board 240mm 

and coat hook board 90mm. 
 

 Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2, high resistance. 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in stainless steel AISI-304 in single or double 

version, equally distributed along the length of the support unit. 

The fixing points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 005. One sided bench with shoe rack, seat back and coat 

hooks (Stainless steel-phenolic) 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 1600mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

  

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting 

process is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is 

also performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 
 

 Seating and coat hook board: Solid phenolic boards of 13mm. 

Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of 

the client’s choice. Width of the seat board 160mm and coat hook 

board 90mm. 
 

 Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2. 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in stainless steel AISI-304 in single or double 

version, equally distributed along the length of the support unit. 

The fixing points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 006. Double sided/back to back bench with shoe rack, 

seat back and coat hooks (Stainless steel-phenolic) 
 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 750mm. 

Height = 1600mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting 

process is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is 

also performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 
 

 Seating and coat hook board: Solid phenolic boards of 13mm. 

Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of 

the client’s choice. Width of the seat board 160mm and coat hook 

board 90mm. 
 

 Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2. 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in stainless steel AISI-304 in single or double 

version, equally distributed along the length of the support unit. 

The fixing points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 007. One sided bench with above rack for bags, shoe rack, 

seat back and coat hooks (Stainless steel-phenolic) 
 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 1800mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting 

process is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is 

also performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 
 

 Seating, shelf board and coat hook board: Solid phenolic 

boards of 13mm. Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on 

both sides. Colour of the client’s choice. Width of the seat board 

160mm, coat hook board 90mm and shelf/rack board 240mm 
 

 Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2. 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in stainless steel AISI-304 in single or double 

version, equally distributed along the length of the support unit. 

The fixing points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 008. Double sided bench with above rack for bags, shoe 

rack, seat back and coat hooks (Stainless steel-phenolic) 

 

 

Dimensionss: 

Width = 750mm. 

Height = 1800mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm in stainless steel AISI-304 

and decorative details in sheets of the same material. Cutting 

process is done by means of laser. Electro polishing treatment is 

also performed, giving the structure a uniform and shiny finish. 
 

 Seating, shelf board and coat hook board: Solid phenolic 

boards of 13mm. Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on 

both sides. Colour of the client’s choice. Width of the seat board 

160mm, coat hook board 90mm and shelf/rack board 240mm 
 

 Fixings: In stainless steel quality A2. 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in stainless steel AISI-304 in single or double 

version, equally distributed along the length of the support unit. 

The fixing points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 009. Coat hooks unit (Stainless steel-phenolic) 

 

 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Coat hook board: Hooks in stainless steel AISI-304 in single or 

double version, equally distributed along the length of the support 

unit of 90mm width. The fixing points of the support unit are hidden 

behind the hooks. 

 

 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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Steel – phenolic benches 
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Steel – Phenolic benches 

 

- Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 

 

- Seating: Solid phenolic seating boards of 13mm. Rounded and 

smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of the client’s 

choice. 

 

- Fixing: Zinc plated. 

 

- The material used has got fire-resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 

 

-Dimensions: Length of the client’s choice. (max 3600 mm) 

 

-Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
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EBV 011. Bench (Steel-phenolic) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 450mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 

Crosspiece in the same material as the structure. 

 

 Seating: Solid phenolic seating boards of 160x13mm. Rounded 

and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of the 

client’s choice. 

 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 

 

 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 012. Bench with shoe racks (Steel-phenolic) 

 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 450mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 

 

 Seating: Solid phenolic seating boards of 160x13mm. Rounded 

and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of the 

client’s choice. 

 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 

 

 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 013. Bench – wall fixed (Steel-phenolic) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 

 

 Seating: Solid phenolic seating boards of 160x13mm. Rounded 

and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of the 

client’s choice. 

 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 

 

 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 014. Coat hooks unit with above rack for bags (Steel-

phenolic) 
 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 250mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 
 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Shelf board and coat hook board: Solid phenolic boards of 

13mm. Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. 

Colour of the client’s choice. Width of the shelf/rack board 240mm 

and coat hook board 90mm. 
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 015. One sided bench with shoe rack, seat back and coat 

hooks (Steel-phenolic) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 1600mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Seating and coat hook board: Solid phenolic boards of 13mm. 

Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of 

the client’s choice. Width of the seat board 160mm and coat hook 

board 90mm. 
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 016. Double sided/back to back bench with shoe rack, 

seat back and coat hooks (Steel-phenolic) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 750mm. 

Height = 1600mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Seating and coat hook board: Solid phenolic boards of 13mm. 

Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on both sides. Colour of 

the client’s choice. Width of the seat board 160mm and coat hook 

board 90mm. 
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 017. One sided bench with above rack for bags, shoe rack, 

seat back and coat hooks (Steel-phenolic) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 1800mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Seating, shelf board and coat hook board: Solid phenolic 

boards of 13mm. Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on 

both sides. Colour of the client’s choice. Width of the seat board 

160mm, coat hook board 90mm and shelf/rack board 240mm 
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 018. Double sided bench with above rack for bags, shoe 

rack, seat back and coat hooks (Steel-phenolic) 

 

 

 

Dimensionss: 

Width = 750mm. 

Height = 1800mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Seating, shelf board and coat hook board: Solid phenolic 

boards of 13mm. Rounded and smoothened edges. Coloured on 

both sides. Colour of the client’s choice. Width of the seat board 

160mm, coat hook board 90mm and shelf/rack board 240mm 
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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EBV 019. Coat hooks unit (Steel-phenolic) 

 

 

 

 

Length of client’s choice. 

(Maximum 3600mm.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. Width of 

coat hook board 90mm. The fixing points of the support unit are 

hidden behind the hooks. 

 

The material used has got fire resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 
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Steel – Pinewood benches 
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Steel – Pinewood benches 

 

- Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 

 

- Seating: Varnished pinewood of 90x20 mm. Rounded and 

smoothened edges.  

 

- Fixing: Zinc plated. 

 

- The material used has got fire-resistant, water repellent and 

antibacterial properties. 

 

-Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
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EBV 021. Bench (Steel-pinewood) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 450mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 

 

 Seating: Varnished pinewood of 90x20 mm. Rounded and 

smoothened edges. 

 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
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EBV 022. Bench with shoe racks (Steel-pinewood) 

 

 

 

Dimensiones: 

Ancho= 350mm. 

Alto= 450mm. 

Longitud deseada. 

 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 

 

 Seating: Varnished pinewood of 90x20 mm. Rounded and 

smoothened edges. 

 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
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EBV 023. Bench – wall fixed (Steel-pinewood) 

 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 

 

 Seating: Varnished pinewood of 90x20 mm. Rounded and 

smoothened edges. 

 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
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EBV 024. Coat hooks unit with above rack for bags (Steel-

pinewood) 

 

 

 

 

Dimensiones: 

Ancho= 250mm. 

Longitud deseada. 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Shelf board and coat hook board: Varnished pinewood of 90x20 

mm. Rounded and smoothened edges.  
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
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EBV 025. One sided bench with shoe rack, seat back and coat 

hooks (Steel-pinewood) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 1600mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Seating and coat hook board: Varnished pinewood of 90x20 

mm. Rounded and smoothened edges.  
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
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EBV 026. Double sided/back to back bench with shoe rack, 

seat back and coat hooks (Steel-pinewood) 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 750mm. 

Height = 1600mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Seating and coat hook board: Varnished pinewood of 90x20 

mm. Rounded and smoothened edges.  
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
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EBV 027. One sided bench with above rack for bags, shoe rack, 

seat back and coat hooks (Steel-pinewood) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 350mm. 

Height = 1800mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Seating, shelf board and coat hook board: Varnished pinewood 

of 90x20 mm. Rounded and smoothened edges.  
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
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EBV 028. Double sided bench with above rack for bags, shoe 

rack, seat back and coat hooks (Steel-pinewood) 

 

 

 

Dimensions: 

Width = 750mm. 

Height = 1800mm. 

Length of client’s choice. 

 

 

 

 Structure: Square profile of 30x30 mm made of steel DD11 and 

decorative details in sheets of the same material. 

Powder coated, 100% polyester, colour of client’s choice. 
 

 Seating, shelf board and coat hook board: Varnished pinewood 

of 90x20 mm. Rounded and smoothened edges.  
 

 Fixing: Zinc plated 
 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. The fixing 

points of the support unit are hidden behind the hooks. 
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EBV 029. Coat hooks unit (Steel-pinewood) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Coat hooks: Hooks in single or double version, powder coated and 

equally distributed along the length of the support unit. Width of 

coat hook board 90mm. The fixing points of the support unit are 

hidden behind the hooks. 

 

  

 

 


